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FILMING ON OAK STREET

New Orleans’ Oak Street is in the Old Carrollton/Riverbend
neighborhood where St. Charles and Carrollton Avenues meet,
and is a favorite location for filmmakers. New Orleans-based

cinematographer Francis James is from this area, and numerous direc-
tors have shot scenes in this quaint commercial corridor for such films
as All the King’s Men, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, and Father
of Invention.
One reason for this location fascination is that a walk downOak Street

is a walk into the past. It’s anachronistic to see the 1950s facades of old-
time barbers, grocery stores and banks now bustling with restaurants,
coffeehouses, day spas, yoga studios, and boutique and vintage clothing
shops—still in the original buildings.
Directors David Fincher, Steven Zaillian and Trent Cooper all have

shot on Oak Street, appreciating that little has to be changed to expe-
rience life from half a century ago. And the merchants of Oak Street
love having the business. Brad Wilkins of the Oak Street Café displays
pictures of the stars on his walls, one in particular of him and James
Gandolfini with arms on shoulders like old friends reunited. And Henry
and Cecilia Holzenthal of Graffiti Graphics say the film industry has

been great to them as well.
Ms. Holzenthal, who’s also the president of the Oak Street Associa-

tion, raves, “We love working with the film industry! Whether it’s for a
feature film or a local commercial, they are always a fun and energetic
group.”
She continues, “We generally work with the props department; they

show up with digital cameras and photograph everything in sight that
they might want to rent, like an old phone or radio, a shoeshine kit, or
vintage and neon signs.”
Her company also custom designs “old” signs, and she is proud to say

that “a few of the movies we have worked on includeMiracle Run, Glory
Road, Failure to Launch, Lolita, Interview with the Vampire, All the King’s
Men, and The Curious Case of Benjamin Button.”
Marilyn Kearney, program manager of the Oak Street Association,

adds, “The attraction that Oak Street has to film production is the same
qualities that the locals enjoy every day: a small town street that is both
traditional and trendy; classic and eclectic; Main Street without being
mainstream.”
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